Abstract. Algorithms for computing the subset Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models are proposed. These algorithms can be used to choose a subset of the most statistically-significant variables of a VAR model. In such cases, the selection criteria are based on the residual sum of squares or the estimated residual covariance matrix. The VAR model with zero coefficient restrictions is formulated as a Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) model. Furthermore, the SUR model is transformed into one of smaller size, where the exogenous matrices comprise columns of a triangular matrix. Efficient algorithms which exploit the common columns of the exogenous matrices, sparse structure of the variance-covariance of the disturbances and special properties of the SUR models are investigated. The main computational tool of the selection strategies is the generalized QR decomposition and its modification.
. The vector time series z t ∈ R G is a VAR process of order p when its data generating process has the form z t = 1 z t−1 + 2 z t−2 + · · · + p z t−p + t ,
where i ∈ R G×G are the coefficient matrices and t ∈ R G is the noise vector. Given a set of realizations of the process in ( . . .
. . .
In the compact form the model in (2) can be written as
where Y = (y 1 . . . y G ) ∈ R M×G are the response vectors, X ∈ R M×K is the lagged exogenous data matrix having full-column rank and block-Toeplitz structure, B ∈ R K×G is the coefficient matrix, U = (u 1 . . . u G ) ∈ R M×G are the disturbances and K = Gp. The expectation of U is zero, i.e. E(u i ) = 0, and E(u i u T j ) = σ ij I M (i, j = 1, . . . , G) [15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25] 
where vec is the vector operator and = [σ ij ] ∈ R G×G has full rank [6, 11] . The Ordinary and Generalized Least Squares estimators of (4) are the same and given byB
Often zero-coefficient constraints are imposed on the VAR models. This might be due to the fact that the data generating process in (1) contains only a few nonzero coefficients. Also, over-fitting the model might yield in loss of efficiency when it is used for further testing, such as forecasting [18, 28] . A zero-restricted VAR model (ZR-VAR) is called subset VAR model. When prior knowledge about zerocoefficient constraints are not available, several subset VAR models have to be compared with respect to some specified criterion. If the purpose is the identification of a model as close as possible to the data generating process, then the use of an information criterion for evaluating the subset models is appropriate. The selection criteria such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Hannan-Quinn (HQ) and Schwarz Criterion (SC) are based on the residual sum of squares or the estimated residual covariance matrix [1, 2, 9, 23] . There is a trade-off between a good fit, i.e. small value of the residual sum of squares, and the number of non-zero coefficients. That is, there is a penalty related to the number of included non-zero coefficients.
Finding good models can be seen as an optimization problem, i.e. minimize or maximize a selection criterion over a set of sub-models derived from a finite realization of the process in (1) by applying a selection rule [28] . Let . . .
where
For notational convenience the direct sum ⊕ G i=1 and the set {·} G are abbreviated to ⊕ i and {·}, respectively.
One possible approach to search for the optimal models is to enumerate all 2 pG 2 − 1 possible subset VAR models. However this approach is infeasible even for modest values of G and p. Thus, existing methods search in a smaller given subspace. One selection method is to enforce a whole coefficient matrix i (1 ≤ i ≤ p), or a combination of coefficient matrices to be zero. In this case, the number of the subset VAR models to be evaluated is 2 p −1. Polynomial top-down and bottomup strategies based on the deletion and, respectively, inclusion of the coefficients in each equation separately have been also previously proposed [18] . Alternative methods use optimization heuristics such as Threshold Accepting [28] .
Several algorithms for computing the subset VAR models are presented. The ZR-VAR model which is formulated as a SUR model, is transformed into one of smaller size, where the exogenous matrices comprise columns of a triangular matrix [6] . The common columns of the exogenous matrices and the Kronecker structure of the variance-covariance of the disturbances are exploited in order to derive efficient estimation algorithms.
In the next section the numerical solution of the ZR-VAR model is given. Section 3 presents an efficient variable-downdating strategy of the subset VAR model. Section 4 describes an algorithm for deriving all subset VAR models by moving efficiently from one model to another. Special cases which take advantage of the common-columns property of the data matrix and the Kronecker structure of the variance-covariance matrix are described in Section 5. Conclusion and future work are presented and discussed in Section 6.
Numerical solution of the ZR-VAR model
Orthogonal transformations can be employed to reduce to zero M −K observations of the VAR model (3). This results in an equivalent transformed model with less observations, and thus, to a smaller-size estimation problem. Consider the QR decomposition (QRD) of the exogenous matrix X
whereQ ∈ R M×M is orthogonal and R ∈ R K×K is upper-triangular. Notice that the matrix R is a compact form of the information contained in the original data matrix X. LetQ
Premultiplying (4) by (I G ⊗Q
.
From (6) and (7) it follows that the latter can be written as
which is equivalent to the reduced-size model
From the latter, it follows that (5) is equivalent to the smaller in size SUR model
where R (i) = RS i ∈ R K×k i [5, 11, 12] . The best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of the SUR model in (9) comes from the solution of the Generalized Linear Least Squares Problem (GLLSP)
Here = CC T , the random matrix V ∈ R K×G is defined as V C T =Ũ which implies vec(V ) ∼ (0, I GK ), and · F denotes the Frobenius norm i.e. [15, 17, 19, 20, 21] . The upper-triangular C ∈ R G×G is the Cholesky factor of . For the solution of (10) consider the Generalized QR Decomposition (GQRD) of the matrices ⊕ i R (i) and C ⊗ I K :
and
and W are upper triangular of order K * and GK, respectively, and is a GK ×GK permutation matrix defined as = (⊕ i (I k 
are block-triangular and R i ∈ R k i ×k i is the upper-triangular factor in the QRD of R (i) . That is,
where Q i ∈ R K×K is orthogonal and Q in (11a) is defined by
where · denotes the Euclidian norm. Using (11a) and (11b) the latter can be re-written as
From the constraint in (14) it follows that
and the GLLSP is reduced to
The solution of (17) , and thus, the BLUE of (9) , is obtained by settingṽ Ai = 0 (i = 1, . . . , G) and solving the linear system
or, equivalently, by solving the set of triangular systems
Variable-downdating of the ZR-VAR model
Consider the re-estimation of the SUR model (9) when new zero constraints are imposed to the coefficients β i (i = 1, . . . , G). That is, after estimating (9) the new SUR model to be estimated is given by
From (11) and (15) it follows that (20) can be written as
Using (16) and (18) the latter becomes
Now, consider the GQRD of the matrices ⊕ i R iSi and W 11 , that is (23) whereQ i ∈ R k i ×k i is orthogonal. The latter factorization is a re-triangularization of a triangular factor after deleting columns [10, 11, 14, 29] . Furthermore,Q in
then the solution of the GLLSP (21) is obtained by solving
Notice that, the GQRD (22) is the most expensive computation required for deriving the BLUE of the SUR model (19) after the factorization (11) has been computed.
An efficient strategy for computing the orthogonal factorization (22b) has been proposed within the context of updating SUR models [13] . Notice thatQ T W 11˜ in (22b) can be written as
. . , 4) has a block-triangular structure. That is, W (0) has the structural form 
The orthogonal matrixP in (22b) computes the RQ decomposition of (25) using a sequence of (G + 1) orthogonal factorizations. That is,P =P (0)P (1) . . .P (G) , is triangular. The matrix (25) has the same structure as in (25), but with W (1, 1) and W (1, 4) being triangular.
, and preserves the triangular structure of W (1, 1) and W (1, 4) . Specifically,P (i) is defined bỹ Figure 1 shows the process of re-triangularizing W (0) , where G = 4.
The complexities of computing the GQRD (22) using this variable-downdating method and that which does not exploit the structure of the matrices are given, respectively, by:
Thus, the proposed variable-downdating method is approximately 22 times faster. The number of flops required for the estimation of all subset VAR models using a simple enumeration strategy is of O((G 3 K 3 /3)2 GK ).
Deriving the subset VAR models
All possible subset VAR models can be generated by moving from one model to another. Consider deleting only the µth variable from j th block of the reduced ZR-VAR model (9) . This is equivalent to the SUR model in (19) , whereS j = (e 1 . . . e µ−1 e µ+1 . . . e k j ), e l is the lth column of the identity matrix
. . , G and i = j . Thus, the ZR-VAR model to be estimated is equivalent to the SUR model 
R (1) . . .
The BLUE of (26) comes from the solution of the GLLSP in (21) . Now, let W 11 be partitioned as
The computation of the GQRD (22) can be efficiently derived in two stages. The first stage, initially computes the QRĎ
Here, the orthogonalQ T andP are the products of k i − µ left and right Givens rotations which re-triangularizeR (j ) and * j,j , respectively. Furthermore, leť
Thus, in (22a)Q T =ˇ TQT * and
andP is the product of (K * − K * j ) Givens rotations. The ρth rotation (ρ = 1, . . . , K * − K * j ), sayP ρ , annihilates the (K * j + ρ − 1)th element of the last row ofˇ TW by rotating adjacent planes. Figure 2 illustrates the computation of the two stages, where G = 3, i = 1, . . . , G) . The sub-models corresponding to the sub-sets
A function Drop will be used to derive the remaining submodels [8] . This function downdates the ZR-VAR by one variable. That is,
An efficient algorithm, called Dropping Columns Algorithm (DCA) has been previously introduced within the context of generating all subset models of the ordinary and general linear models [4, 8, 24] . The DCA generates a regression tree. It moves from one node to another by applying a Drop operation, that is, by deleting a single variable. A formal and detailed description of the regression tree which generates all subset models can be found in [8] . Here the basic concepts using a more convenient notation are introduced.
Let V denote the set of indices and 0 ≤ γ < |V |. A node of the regression tree is a tuple (V , γ ) , where γ indicates that the children of this node will include the first γ variables. If V = [v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ] , then the regression tree T (V , γ ) is a (n − 1)-tree having as root the node (V , γ ), where γ = 0, . . . , n − 1. The children are defined by the tuples (Drop(V , i) , i − 1) for i = γ + 1, . . . , n − 1. Formally this can be expressed recursively as
The The DCA will generate all the subset VAR models by deleting one variable from the upper-triangular regressors of the reduced-size model (8) . It avoids estimating each ZR-VAR model afresh, i.e. it derives efficiently the estimation of one ZR-VAR model from another after deleting a single variable. Algorithm 1 summarizes this procedure.
Algorithm 1 Generating the regression tree T (V , γ ) given the root node (V , γ ).
1: procedure SubTree(V , γ ) 2: From (V , γ ) obtain the the sub-models
SubTree(V (i) , i − 1) 6: end for 7: end procedure 
Special cases
The method of generating all subset VAR models becomes rapidly infeasible when the dimensions of the generating process (1), i.e. G and p increase. Thus, two approaches can be envisaged. The first is to compare models from a smaller given search space. The second is the use of heuristic optimization techniques [28] . Here, the former approach is considered.
A simplified approach is to consider a block-version of Algorithm 1, i.e. a ZR-VAR model is derived by deleting a block rather than a single variable. Within this context, in Figure 3 the numerals will represent indices of blocks of variables. This approach will generate 2 G − 1 subset VAR models and can be implemented using fast block-downdating algorithms [11] . Notice that the deletion of the entire j th block is equivalent in deleting the j th row from all 1 , . . . , p . This is different than the method in [18, pp. 180 ] where a whole coefficient matrix i (i = 1, . . . , p) is deleted at one time.
Deleting identical variables
Deleting the same variables from all the G blocks of the ZR-VAR model corresponds to deletion of whole columns from some of the coefficient matrices for i = 1, . . . , G and 0 ≤k < K. Thus, (9) can be written as
The estimation of (27) comes from the solution of GLLSP (10) 
Multiplying respectively, Q T and Q from the left and right of (C ⊗ I K ) it results
The latter is upper-triangular. Figure 4 shows the computation of Q T (C ⊗ I K )Q, where G = 3, K = 5 andk = K − 1. In this case, the permutation matrix in (11) is not required, i.e. = I KG and the matrix P ≡ Q. Notice that for the construction of Q in (11) only a K × K orthogonal matrixQ needs to be computed rather than the K × K matrices Q 1 , . . . , Q G . The DCA can be modified to generate the subset VAR models derived by deleting identical variables from each block. Given a node (V , γ ), the set V denotes the indices of the non-deleted (selected) variables. The parameter γ has the same definition as in section 4. The model (27) is estimated. This provides G|V | − γ sub-leading VAR models. Then, one variable is deleted, specifically
This method is summarized by Algorithm 2 which generates a regression tree of 2 K − 1 nodes. Each node corresponds to one of the possible combination of selecting variables out of K. In general, the regression tree with the root node (V , γ ) has 2 |V |−γ − 1 nodes and provides 2 |V |−γ −1 (|V | + γ + 2) − 1 subset VAR models. Figure 5 shows the regression tree for the case K = 4 and G = 2. Each node shows (V , γ ) and the indices of the corresponding subset VAR model in (27) together with its sub-leading models.
Notice that Algorithm 2 generates all the subset VAR models by deleting the same variables from each block when initially V ≡ [1, . . . , K] and γ = 0. Compared to the standard variable-deleting strategy of Algorithm 1, it requires O(G) less computational complexity in order to generate (K + 2)2 K−1 − 1 out of the 2 KG − 1 possible subset VAR models. 
Deleting subsets of variables
The computational burden is reduced when subsets of variables are deleted from the blocks of the ZR-VAR model (9) . Consider the case of proper subsets and specifically when
From the QRD of R (1) it follows that the QRD of R (i) can be written as
where R i is the leading triangular k i × k i sub-matrix of R 1 . Now, the GLLSP (10) can be written as
The latter is equivalent to (14) , but with
Furthermore, the triangular W pq (p, q = 1, 2) can be partitioned as
This simplifies the computation of the estimation of the ZR-VAR model (9) [15, 16] . Expression (16) becomes
and the estimationβ i (i = 1, . . . , G) is computed by solving the triangular system
The proper subsets VAR models are generated by enumerating all the possible selection matrices in (28) and estimating the corresponding models using (32). This enumeration can be obtained by considering all the possibilities of deleting variables on the first block, i.e. generating S 1 and then constructing the remaining selection matrices S 2 , . . . , S G conformly with (28) .
This method is summarized by Algorithm 3 and consists of two procedures. The first, SubTreeM, is the modified SubTree procedure of Algorithm 1. It generates the regression tree as shown in Figure 3 . In addition, for each node (V , γ ), the ProperSubsets procedure is executed. The latter performs no factorization, but computes the estimated coefficients using (32). Specifically, it derives all possible proper subsets (S 1 , . . . , S G ) in (28) i = 1, . . . , G) , it generates a new S i and increments i. If this is not possible, then it performs a backtracking step, i.e. it decrements i and repeats the procedure. As shown in the Appendix, the number of proper subsets VAR models generated by Algorithm 3 is given by
The order of generating the models is illustrated in Figure 6 for the case K = 4 and G = 3. The highlighted models are the common models which are generated when the proper subsets are in increasing order, i.e.
In this case the ZR-VAR model is permuted so that (28) holds, and thus,Algorithm 3 can be employed. The computational burden of the ProperSubsets procedure can be further reduced by utilizing previous computations. Assume the proper subsets VAR model 
end for 8: end procedure
while
Solve the GLLSP (31) using (32) 9: else 10:
end if 12: else 13:
end if 15: end while 16: end procedure corresponding to (S 1 , . . . , S G−1 , S G ) has been estimated. Consider now the estimation of the proper subsets VAR model corresponding to (S 1 , . . . , S G−1 ,S G ) , Figure 6 , this is the case when moving from step 15 to step 16. Letỹ BG = (ψ BGỹ BG ) T 
Thus, in (32a), υ BG corresponds to a zero entry and therefore,
The recursive updating formulae (32a) becomẽ The computational cost of the QRDs (12) is also reduced in the general subsets case where S 1 ⊆ S 2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ S G . The QRD of R (i) = RS i is equivalent to retriangularizing the smaller in size matrix R i+1 after deleting columns. Notice that
Here S * i = S T i+1 S i is of order k i+1 × k i and selects the subset of S i+1 and in turn the selected columns from R i+1 . Now, computing the QRD 
where L (i) = LS i and now, L and C are lower triangular [15] . Thus, instead of (6), the QL decomposition of X needs to be computed:
can be seen as the re-triangularization of L i after deleting columns [14] . If S i+1 is a proper subset of S i , i.e. [15] . Notice that if (9) rather than (34) is used, then R i+1 derives from the more computational expensive (updating) QRD
Conclusion and future work
Efficient numerical and computational strategies for deriving the subset VAR models have been proposed. The VAR model with zero-coefficient restriction, i.e. ZR-VAR model, has been formulated as a SUR model. Initially, the QR decomposition is employed to reduce to zero M − K observations of the VAR, and consequently, ZR-VAR model. The numerical estimation of the ZR-VAR model has been derived. Within this context an efficient variable-downdating strategy has been presented. The main computational tool of the estimation procedures is the Generalized QR decomposition. During the proposed selection procedures only the quantities required by the the selection criteria, i.e. the residual sum of squares or the estimated residual covariance matrix, should be computed. The explicit computation of the estimated coefficients is performed only for the final selected models. An algorithm which generates all subset VAR models by efficiently moving from one model to another has been described. The algorithm generates a regression tree and avoids estimating each ZR-VAR model afresh. However, this strategy is computational infeasible even for modest size VAR models due to the exponential number (2 pG 2 − 1) of sub-models that derives. An alternative block-version of the algorithm generates (2 G − 1) sub-models. At each step of the block-strategy a whole block of observations is deleted from the VAR model. The deletion of the ith block is equivalent in deleting the ith row from each coefficient matrix 1 , . . . , p in (1).
Two special cases of subset VAR models which are derived by taking advantage of the common-columns property of the data matrix and the Kronecker structure of the variance-covariance matrix have been presented. Both of them require O(G) less computational complexity than generating the models afresh. The first special case derives (pG+2)2 (pG−1) −1 subset VAR models by deleting the same variable from each block of the reduced ZR-VAR model. The second case is based on deleting subsets of variables from each block of the regressors in the ZR-VAR model (10) .An algorithm that derives all proper subsets models given the initialVAR model has been designed. This algorithm generates
models, when G is greater than one. In both cases the computational burden of deriving the generalized QR decomposition (11) , and thus, estimating the sub-models, is significantly reduced. In the former case only a single column-downdating of a triangular matrix is required. This is done efficiently using Givens rotations. The second case performs no factorizations, but efficiently computes the coefficients using (32).
The new algorithms allow the investigation of more subset VAR models when trying to identify the lag structure of the process in (1). The implementation and application of the proposed algorithms need to be pursued. These methods are based on a regression tree structure. This suggest that a branch and bound strategy which derives the best models without generating the whole regression tree should be considered [7] . Within this context the use of parallel computing to allow the tackling of large scale models merits investigation.
The permutations of the exogenous matrices X 1 , . . . , X G in the SUR model (5) can provide G! new subset VAR models. If the ZR-VAR model (9) has been already estimated, then the computational cost of estimating these new subset models will be significantly lower since the exogenous matrices X 1 , . . . , X G have been already factorized (i = 1, . . . , G) . Furthermore, the efficient computation of the RQ factorization in (11b) should be investigated for some permutations, e.g. when two adjacent exogenous matrices are permuted. Strategies that generate efficiently all G! sub-models and the best ones using the branch and bound method are currently under investigation. (28) and therefore S 1 ≡ · · · ≡ S j −1 ≡ S j . Thus, the number of possibilities for which S j includes v K+1 is the number of models with maximum K variables and G − j + 1 blocks. From the inductive hypothesis this number is given by f (K, G − j + 1).
Hence, the number of proper subsets models defined by (28) with maximum K + 1 variables and G blocks is given by 1+f (K,G)+ 
